
Inclusive Society for Divyang – My Dream 

“Divyang” a very beautiful word to describe people who are 

UNIQUE in Physic. The people who have a super sense but the 

scenario somewhere in the society is the “non acceptance of 

these people”. One of the craziest dreams of mine is to see 

equality. Equality in terms the society which treats “abled and 

differently abled equally”. Let me describe it. 

An Inclusive Society for Divyang will be very amazing. There will 

be proper infrastructure facility for fulfilling our day to day 

needs. Divyang won’t feel like they are different. Our basic 

needs are stair case, transport (mainly public transport), 

education, health, business and technology. So here we will 

have RAMP in place of stairs so they can easily move their 

wheel chairs, we see many reserved seats in public transport 

for Divyang so it will be occupied by Divyang only, there will be 

many CEO’s who will be uniquely abled, there will be 

school/colleges/universities which will be inclusive of all, many 

vaccines which will eradicate few disease which make people 

handicapped & all the uniquely abled people will be friends of 

technology. 

Parents will easily accept that their child is normal and will send 

them to normal school. Parents will not pamper/paralyze them 

but will trust them that my child can do anything. Many 

Olympics medals will be won by Divyang by proper coaching 



and yes of course Guru won’t differentiate their students. 

Equal punishments & equal reward for both abled & disabled. 

Many motivational speakers will be Divyang to give life to the 

dead thoughts. We abled will change our thoughts and help 

Divyang to wear the wings of hope and fly in this colourful 

world despite of their difficulties. Half of the problem will be 

solved if we are able to make better infrastructure. Easy to 

access things. Why we make disable feel that they are disable 

and this leads to obstacle in developing our country. 

I will suggest let us do research on Divyang and make such 

accessible things that Divyang will never feel that this is their 

bad fate or bad Karma. Let us together spread the happiness 

around.  

Even why disable will feel “Bichara”. There are 2 rules they 

must follow: Number 1, “Khud ko kissi se kam mat samajna” 

and number 2, “Understand your responsibilities and duties. 

Make best version of yourself. Don’t take world for granted. 

Its nature is to be kind and mean to everyone.”  

Please don’t blame Government for all the problems because if 

on road it is written, “Do not spit here or do not throw garbage 

here”. Then also we do so it is our responsibility to take care of 

these basic things. All will have to leave the stereotype attitude 

towards Divyang and treat them equally so they also can do 

wonders. They can create a new creation to make India Proud. 



Wake up people and let all equally explore the world. Life is 

very small for negatives and time pass things. There are many 

things to see and feel the awesomeness. Let’s go for inclusive 

world and work for the betterment. Don’t snatch the chance 

from the kids to become sensitive towards Divyang. Let them 

play and give them chance to hold each other’s hand from 

childhood. So they will lead a better India. Here develops the 

positive quality of Helping. Sneak peak in the life of Female 

Divyang, it’s really very hard. Boys won’t prefer marrying them 

but I guarantee they have the most loyal & beautiful hearts. Let 

us take this step forward so all are treated equally. 

I am glad to highlight one of the school named “Amar Jyoti 

School” in New Delhi which is Inclusive School. I can say it is 

disable friendly school. A big thank you to Mrs.Uma Tulli 

founder of this school. 

 



 

 

 

 
The Bhartiya Pragna Chakshu Gurukul,Porbandar. A heartily 

thank you to the principal Mr. Kamlesh. Here various cultural 

and sports competitions are being arranged amongst the 

visionary disabled students of the institute.  Even it runs 

computer and technology centre not only for the blind 

but for all the physically disabled people.  



 

 



 

 
 

I want you to take round to the universe of the various unique 
people and make our first step towards awesome India. 
 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

All these have proved that disability is in mind and not in the 

body. Divyang can do anything and everything. 

 



Even I saw one best personality who gives employability to 

the disable in Ahmedabad. He is Kamaljeet Singh Brar CEO of 

Design Mate Company. The company is into making of E-

learning Content. 

 

 

 

Joginder Singh Saluja “A fitness coach” Someone who thought 

of an idea for gymnastics. Disable free Gym. A creative 

Divyang rather I can address Joginder. 



 

 

 

 



We have to create more Sai, more Krihnakant, more Joginder 

and more Arunima’s.Let Gurus be likeSayyed Sallaudin Pasha 

and CEO’s be like Mr.Brar. I want my dream to be fulfilled and 

yes I have taken first step towards it. The first step will be 

change in attitude. Visibility is the only problem. So let us make 

beautiful Inclusive Society as God has given us the only the best 

things. 

 

 

 


